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CSD 3800-Clinical Methods and Procedures:  Diagnostics 

Harding University 
 of Allied Health 
Credit hours:  3 

Tuesday/Thursday 1:00-2:15 pm 
Swaid 215 

Spring 2024 Syllabus 
 

 
Instructor:  Jan Traughber, Ed.D., CCC-SLP   
Office:  Swaid 212       
Phone:  501-279-5082        
Email:  jtraughb@harding.edu     
 
Office hours: A minimum of 10+ hours per week are set aside to help the students with course 
material, professional questions, etc. A schedule of office hours is available in the Canvas course 
and posted by my office door; however, other times are available upon request. Please contact 
me by e-mail to set up an appointment. I am available to meet students virtually (via Google 
Meet), or face-to-face. These meetings provide a wonderful opportunity for me to get to know 
you better and to help you succeed in the course. 

 
 

Course Information 
 

Course description:  This is an undergraduate course that addresses the introductory 
components of the knowledge and skills of diagnostics as delineated in the ASHA Standards for 
the Certificate of Clinical Competence. The discussion and activities of this course introduces the 
screening and assessment methods for the disorders of hearing, oral motor skills, speech sound 
disorders, and language. Successful completion of the course will allow students to engage in 
learning about professional topics such as the HIPAA policies and procedures, ethical standards 
and conduct, psychometrics, multi-cultural considerations, interviewing, counseling, and 
reporting. Students will participate in practical experiences by administering, scoring, and 
reporting assessment instruments. This course will use clinical observations, individual case 
studies, diagnostic demonstrations, simulated learning experiences, and hands-on practice to 
enhance critical thinking skills and clinical writing. The requirements for this course meet or 
exceed the credit hour requirements of the university, the Higher Learning Commission, 
and the federal government, and adheree to university guidelines regarding workload 
requirements per credit hour. 
 
Prerequisites: CSD 1240, 2900, 3250 and 3260 with a grade of a “C” or higher.  

mailto:jtraughb@harding.edu
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Course Rationale: Grounded in evidence-based practices, this course offers an exploration of 
the frameworks, methodologies, and practical skills necessary for the evaluation and diagnosis of 
communication disorders. Through a combination of discussions, hands-on training, case studies, 
and clinical simulations, the course will expose students to the critical thinking abilities required 
to provide a diagnosis and collaborate with an interdisciplinary team to provide competent and 
compassionate clinical practice in CSD.  
 
Required Materials 

1) Shipley, K.G, & McAfee, J.G. (2021). Assessment in Speech-Language Pathology:  A 
resource manual. (6th Ed). Plural Publishing.* 
 
*A free digital copy of this book is available from the Harding University Library. The 
instructor will provide a link to the text in Canvas. Paper copies of this text are available 
if students wish to purchase that format.  

 
2) HUSC Handbook and Forms----Available on the Harding University CSD website  

 
3) Students must have one penlight and one otoscope available for assignments. The HUSC 

offers access to these pieces of equipment during select days/times. If students desire to 
acquire their own equipment, recommended resources include:  

a. Pen Light 
b. Relialight 
c. Throat Scope Starter Pack 
d. Wireless Video Otoscope 

 
Course Communication: I am here to help you. I will communicate with you via in-class 
announcements, Canvas announcements, and your HU e-mail (for small groups and/or individual 
messages). I prefer for you to contact me via email (jtraughb@harding.edu). I will respond to 
emails within 24-hours, five days a week, Monday-Friday and, as available, on the weekends.  
 
Department Mission Statement:  Our program excels in developing highly skilled and 
professional graduates who are ready to impact their local and global communities by improving 
the lives of those they serve. The Christian faculty and staff are invested in providing an 
unparalleled experience utilizing a comprehensive curriculum, contemporary technology, and 
state-of-the-art facilities to engage students in reaching their full potential, both educationally 
and spiritually. As a result, our students exemplify ethical leadership, critical thinking, and 
interprofessional collaboration to support top of the license practice.  
 

Learning Objectives 
 
Relationship to ASHA Standards:  ASHA upholds specified standards related to academic and 
clinical training. This course introduces the knowledge and skills of the ASHA standards and 
contributes to the following standards: 
 
CFCC 
Standard IV-C- The applicant must have demonstrated knowledge of communication and 

https://www.walmart.com/ip/Reusable-NURSE-Aluminum-Penlight-Pocket-Medical-LED-with-Pupil-Gauge-Batteries/755200300
https://www.relialight.com/relialight-store
https://www.macgill.com/throat-scoper-starter-pack.html
https://www.amazon.com/Wireless-Otoscope-Camera-Compatible-Android/dp/B07ZCQZQ6M/ref=sr_1_1?crid=19PIUB6A3T50F&keywords=safety+first+otoscope&qid=1672698027&s=electronics&sprefix=safety+first+otoscope%2Celectronics%2C91&sr=1-1
mailto:jtraughb@harding.edu
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swallowing disorders and differences, including the appropriate etiologies, characteristics, 
anatomical/physiological, acoustic, psychological, developmental, and linguistic and cultural 
correlates in the areas of articulation, language, hearing and orofacial myology.  
Standard IV-D- The applicant must have demonstrated current knowledge of the principles and 
methods of prevention and assessment for people with communication and swallowing disorders, 
including consideration of anatomical/physiological, psychological, developmental, and 
linguistic and cultural correlates. 
Standard IV-E- The applicant must have demonstrated knowledge of standards of ethical 
conduct. 
Standard V-A- The applicant must have demonstrated skills in oral and written or other forms 
of communication sufficient for entry into professional practice. 
Standard V-B- The applicant for certification must have completed a program of study that 
included experiences sufficient in breadth and depth to achieve the following skills in evaluation 
and interaction/personal qualities.  
Standard V-C- The applicant for certification in speech-language pathology must complete a 
minimum of 400 clock hours of supervised clinical experience in the practice of speech-language 
pathology. Twenty-five hours must be spent in clinical observation, and 375 hours must be spent 
in direct client/patient contact. 
 
CAA 
3.1B: Students will acquire an emergence of the knowledge and skills in the areas of 
psychometrics, screenings, and methods of assessment, in the areas of oral-peripheral 
examinations, hearing screenings, articulation, and language. Students will obtain the basic 
knowledge and skills pertaining to the diagnosis of various communication disorders with 
individuals across the lifespan by obtaining a minimum of two hours of observation in diagnostic 
practices, and gaining practice in test administration, scoring, interpretation and documentation 
of clinical findings. This course affords each student with opportunities to meet the expectations 
of the program that are consistent with the program’s mission and goals. 
3.1.1B:  Students will gain basic knowledge in the professional code of ethics, the scope of 
practice for SLP, and adhere to the federal and state regulations for SLPs, including HIPAA, 
OSHA, and aspects of billing requirements. Students will gain experience in the use of EBP for 
diagnostics and in their ability to express their clinical reasoning in written form.  
3.1.2B: Students will gain basic knowledge of basic human communication processes and 
integrate learning of normal and abnormal human development for speech, and language across 
the lifespan, but with an emphasis on the pediatric population.  
3.1.3B: Students will gain a basic understanding of the methods of identifying communication 
differences.  
3.1.4B: Students will demonstrate a basic understanding of the assessment process for speech 
and language in the pediatric population.  
3.1.6B: Students will demonstrate a basic understanding of professionalism and the importance 
of interaction skills including counseling and collaboration.  
 
Course relationship to University Learning Outcomes:  This content of this course contributes 
to the university’s learning outcomes (ULOs) by exposing the students to a broad range of 
knowledge and skills. At the end of the semester:  
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ULO 1: Students will demonstrate understanding of Biblical content and interpretation and their 
applications in ethical decision-making by making ethical decisions in clinical activities. 
 
ULO 2:  Students will demonstrate effective communication (e.g., written, non-written, spoken) 
by creating clinical reports with appropriate consideration for the context and audience. 
 
ULO 3: Students will examine issues, ideas, artifacts, and/or events in order to formulate or 
assess an opinion or conclusion by completing diagnostic assessments, analyzing and 
interpreting data, forming a conclusion, and making appropriate recommendations.  
 
Program Learning Outcomes (PLOs). The skills in this course contribute to the department’s 
learning outcomes by measuring the student’s skills on the following objectives.  
 

1) When given specific, teacher selected questions on the final exam, the students will 
demonstrate the ability to differentiate between assessment methods with 75% accuracy.  
 

2) Given data on speech, language, and hearing assessments, students will demonstrate the 
ability to score the assessment, provide a basic interpretation, and create clinical 
documentation of the results with 70% accuracy on each of the three assignments using a 
teacher-created rubric. 

 
Course objectives:  Upon completion of this course, the student will demonstrate a basic 
knowledge of the following objectives by achieving a passing grade at the end of the term. By 
the end of the semester the students should demonstrate their ability to integrate the acquired 
knowledge into the frameworks of clinical practice in the field of communication sciences and 
disorders by: 
 

1. Identifying and explaining the methods of assessment used in CSD.  
2. Explaining psychometric properties of testing instruments.  
3. Evaluating assessment instruments in the field of SLP by comparing psychometric 

properties and the influence these may have on the results.  
4. Demonstrating the ability to accurately use ICD-10 and CPT codes. 
5. Collecting and examining pre-assessment information to form a diagnostic hypothesis 

and assessment plan.  
6. Accurately administering, scoring, and reporting qualitative and quantitative methods to 

screen and evaluate individuals with communication differences/disorders.  
7. Interpreting qualitative and quantitative methods of assessment by considering the 

anatomical, physiological, psychological, developmental, linguistic, and cultural 
correlates to determine a diagnosis.  

8. Demonstrating the emergence of professional communication for the written report of 
diagnostic findings.  

9. Describing the main principles of the Health Insurance Portability & Accountability Act 
(HIPAA) policies and procedures as they relate to the diagnostic process.  
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Grading and Assignment Details 
 
Course grading: The instructor will assess the knowledge, skills, and proficiency of each 
student for the purpose of assigning a letter grade at the completion of the course based on the 
percentage of points achieved out of the total points possible for the semester. To improve 
student performance, the instructor will provide feedback on each assignment. Feedback may be 
in the form of graded assignments, written/verbal comments from the instructor, or comments 
from other students in the class. The instructor will document the total value and the due date of 
each assignment in canvas, but students may use the following estimate depending on the course 
schedule. The final grade for the course will be determined by the percentage of points achieved 
out of the total points possible for the semester. The instructor will use the following scale:  
A=90-100%, B=80-89%, C=70-79%, D=60-69%, F=0-59% 
 
Major Assignments                Points Possible 
Class activities/homework/quizzes                         up to 100  
DX 1  DX Scavenger Hunt                                       50  
DX 2  Basals and Ceiling Project                          24  
Mid-Term Exam                                      100  
DX 3.1 Hearing & Report                                                         15  
DX 3.2 Oral Facial Exam & Report                            15    
DX 4  SSD Assessment & Report                          45  
DX 5  Language Assessment & Report                         40    
DX 6  Observations                             30    

 DX 7 Calipso Portfolio/files                  5        
 Comprehensive final exam                            150           
     
Course Organization:  This schedule is a tentative outline of the semester and is subject to 
change at the discretion of the instructor. The instructor will alter due dates based on the 
progression of topics covered. 
 

Date Topic/Activity Homework 
Week 1:  
Jan 9 
 
 
 
Jan 11  

 
Syllabus, Intro to DX, Thinking differently, DX brainstorm 
 
 
 
Chapter 1: Foundations of Assessment—Codes & 
Methods  

 
Complete modules 1-4; 
Read 3-11, schedule 
observations 
 
DX #1, #6, #7 Assigned 
Read 13-23; DX 1 

Week 2:  
Jan 16 
 
 
Jan 18  

 
Chapter 1 & 2:  Foundations of Assessment—Methods: 
psychometrics 
 
Chapter 1 & 2:   Psychometric Puzzles & Multicultural 
Considerations. 

 
DX 1; Psychometric 
Primer & Factors 
influencing testing 
 
DX 1; Read 25-31 : S & S 
application.  
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Week 3:  
Jan 23 
 
 
Jan 25 

 
Chapter 1:  Normal Distribution Practice 
 
 
Chapter 1:  Normal Distribution Practice with B/C 

 
DX 1; Read 32-37; N.D. 
Worksheet 
 
Read 39-63; Norm Dist. 
Quiz 

Week 4:  
Jan 30 
 
Feb 1  

 
Chapter 1:   Basals & Ceilings Lab with #1  
 
Chapter 1:   Basals & Ceilings Lab with #2  

 
Chapter 1 & 2 Quiz 
 
DX 2; Read 68-75  

Week 5:  
Feb 6 
 
 
 
Feb 8 

 
Chapter 2 & 3:   Multicultural; Obtaining Pre-assessment 
information, Class Lab---Prioritizing Info. 
 
 
Chapter 3:  Interviewing 

  
DX Plan—DX project with 
GS—Pt 1; Watch ECHO if 
needed 
 
Chap 3 Quiz, Read 92-
103, DX Project with 
GS—pt 1  

Week 6:  
Feb 13 
 
 
 
Feb 15  

 
Chapter 4:  Reporting Assessment Findings 
 
 
 
Chapter 4:  Reporting Assessment Findings 

 
Watch ECHO on clin. 
Writing; DX project with 
GS—pt 2 
 
Review 105-124; Chapter 
4 Quiz, DX project with 
GS—pt 2 

Week 7:  
Feb 20 
 
 
Feb 22 

 
Chapter 4:  Rep Writing/Corrections  
 
 
Mid-Term Exam:  CHAP 1, 2, 3, 4-- Bring laptop 
computers/chargers  

Study for Exam--- Review 
of notes, powerpoints, 
textbook, labs, projects 
 
Read 612-620 ; 
observations 

Week 8: 
Feb 27 
 
 
Feb 29 

Mid-Term Week 
Chapter 17—Otoscopy, Hearing Screenings/simulation 
 
  
Chapter 17--Complete Lab  

 
Test Review-schedule  
appt ; observations 
 
DX 3.1 hearing quiz 

Week 9 
March 5-7 

SPRING BREAK—NO classes 
 

observations 

Week 10:  
March 12 
 
 

 
Chapter 17--& Report writing  
 

 
DX 3.1; Read 128-131 
(Sampling) 
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Late Work Policy: To demonstrate the desired dispositions of the profession, the instructor 
requires that students submit work on time. All homework assignments are due at the beginning 
of class on the expected due date, regardless of attendance. The instructor considers assignments 
as late if submitted after the time/date noted in canvas. The instructor does not accept late work. 
 
Course Requirements: For the successful completion of the course, students must complete 
ALL of the assignments that are measured in the PLOs and required for observations, regardless 
of credit earned towards the final grade. The Clinical Observations and the completion of the 
Calipso Portfolio are departmental requirements for the course. 
 

March 14 Chapter 5-- Assessment Procedures Common to Most 
Comm Dis—60 Sec. Obs.   

Read 131-141 

Week 11:  
March 19 
 
March 21  

 
Chapter 5-- Assessment Procedures 
 
Chapter 5—Oral Facial Exam 

 
Read 143-178 
 
DX 3.2, Chapter 5 Quiz  

Week 12:  
March 26 
 
 
March 28  

 
Chapter 5--Reporting 
 
 
Chapter 6 Speech Sound Disorders   

 
DX 3.2, Read 180-192 
(phon) 
 
Read 192 (phon)-200;  

Week 13:  
April 2 
 
April 4  

Spring Sing 
Chapter 6 Speech Sound Disorders  
 
Chapter 6 Speech Sound Disorders--Data 

 
Read 201-215 
 
Chap 6 Quiz  

Week 14:  
April 9 
 
April 11  

 
Chapter 6 Speech Sound Disorders --Reporting 
 
Chapter 7 Assessment of Language Disorders  

 
DX 4 ; Read 218-245;  
 
Form, content, use 
activity 
Read 247-284 

Week 15:  
April 16 
 
April 18  

 
Chapter 7—Language Disorders--Test administration 
 
Chapter 7 –Language Disorders Interpretation 

 
DX 5 ; Chap. 7 Quiz 
 
DX 5 

Week 16:  
April 23 
 
April 25  

Dead Week 
Chapter 7--Report writing  
 
Review for final 

 
DX 7 Review of text, 
lecture notes, labs,  
projects, & homework 

Week 17:  
 
May 1  

FINAL EXAM 
 
8:00-10:00 a.m.---Bring laptop computers/chargers 
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Professional Conduct: The nature and depth of academic study at the collegiate level requires 
an internal motivation to engage with the course material and expand one’s learning. Therefore, 
each student’s participation is critical for the true exchange and application of thoughts and 
ideas. To maximize the learning opportunities for all students, it is imperative that student’s 
demonstrate independent learning, ethical work habits, and professionalism. To uphold these 
dispositions, students are to demonstrate respect for intellectual property, HUs Academic 
Integrity Policies, and HIPAA.  

 
• The material presented in class is the intellectual property of the instructor or the work of 

those cited. As such, students may not record, share, or distribute the information in any 
form to individuals who are not enrolled in the course.  

• To uphold academic integrity, students are to complete their own work. As such, the 
instructor will consider the use of any external information, including another digital 
device, during an unauthorized assignment, quiz, or exam as cheating. Students who 
violate this expectation will receive a grade of “zero” points and the consequences 
outlined in the department/university handbooks.  

• To uphold confidentiality of personal information, students must adhere the HIPAA and 
HUSC policies for clinical observations, clinical information, and use of dx/tx materials 
(see HUSC handbook posted online). 

 
Attendance and Participation: To promote success in the course, the instructor expects 
students to demonstrate consistent and punctual attendance as well as active participation in the 
course activities.  

• The instructor expects students to attend face-to-face class meetings. When needed, the 
instructor may arrange asynchronous classes using ECHO 360.  

• For asynchronous lectures, the instructor will take attendance via the course analytics in 
ECHO 360.  

• The instructor allows students two unexcused absences (for face-to-face and/or online 
learning) during the semester.  

• For each additional unexcused absence (3+), the student will receive a 10-point deduction 
from their current grade.  

• If a student exceeds five unexcused absences, the instructor may drop the student from 
the class with a grade of “F.”  

• The instructor will excuse absences with documentation from the Provost’s Office, 
Student Health Services, or a physician. If students communicate prior to an absence, the 
instructor may excuse the absence. Students who experience an emergent situation, may 
receive an excused absence by speaking with the instructor as soon as possible, or upon 
return.  

• In the case of illness, students should communicate with the instructor via email and copy 
studenthealth@harding.edu as soon as possible. Illnesses necessitating an absence of 
more than two consecutive class sessions will require physician/provider documentation.  

• Students that do not provide the documentation (as defined by the instructor) for an 
excused absence will have an unexcused absence recorded.  

• Students who miss class (excused or unexcused) are responsible for the content presented 
and/or assigned. In-class activities such as observations, labs, group activities, quizzes, or 

mailto:studenthealth@harding.edu
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activities affiliated with guest speakers may not be made up regardless of the 
reason/cause of the absence.  

• Students who miss an exam must notify the instructor prior to the exam and provide 
documentation of an excused absence to make up the exam on a mutually agreed upon 
date. Make-up exams will be of point equal value and will assess similar content, but may 
be in a different format. Students that miss an exam with an unexcused absence will 
receive a zero.  

• Students are expected to actively participate in class discussions and activities. Students 
are to demonstrate active listening skills, critical questioning to extend a thought/topic, 
respectful debate, and the ability to respect other’s opinions. Off-task behaviors during 
class (texting, surfing, talking, sleeping etc.) will result in an unexcused absence. To 
maximize discussion, students must read the material (textbook and slides) and 
complete homework activities before class begins.  

 
Submitting Assignments: The instructor expects students to submit all assignments in canvas, 
or the required platform (Master Clinician, Calipso). For text documents, students should use 
Microsoft word or submit assignments as a .pdf. For video assignments, students should attempt 
to load them to canvas, but google drive link is appropriate for larger files.  
 
Writing Requirements: Students should submit professional work. All written work should be 
reasonably correct in mechanics (ex: spelling, grammar, punctuation) with appropriate 
formatting and citations, if needed. Students may use the HU writing center for assistance in 
editing their work.  
 
As the accepted writing style of business, psychology, education, and social science programs 
across the globe, the American Psychological Association publication format (otherwise known 
as APA Style) is the required writing style for this course. Learning to conduct scholarly research 
is a natural part of academic work and will help you succeed at Harding University. This course 
requires you to find and access professional research. Students may also use the HU Health 
Science librarian to gain assistance with the American Psychological Association publication 
format (APA) and research fundamentals.  
 
Remember, not all publications are research based. If a source is questionable, e.g., Wikipedia, 
other wikis, ask.com, answers.yahoo.com, etc., please contact your professor for clarity and 
permission before using a source that falls outside the scope of traditional academic standards. It 
is also important that you show how these references assisted your academic work; so make sure 
you reference your sources in every assignment you submit, no matter how mundane the 
assignment may be. Failure to properly and completely cite your sources may constitute 
plagiarism or cheating, as delineated in the Academic Code of Conduct. Bottom line, remember 
these two simple rules: 1) give credit where credit is due, and 2) if it isn’t your words, ideas or 
thoughts, it is someone else’s and needs to be cited. 

● APA Resources 
● Purdue Online Writing Lab 

The Harding University Writing Center is also available to provide help with planning, writing, 
organizing, or revising an essay as well as with using MLA, Chicago, or APA formats. You can 
schedule an appointment with the Writing Center at harding.mywconline.com or ask questions 

https://apastyle.apa.org/
https://owl.purdue.edu/
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via email at HardingUniversityWritingCenter@gmail.com. 
 

Technology Details 
 
Technology requirements: The instructor will expect students to: 
 

• Maintain a reliable Internet connection to support online learning. Students must have 
consistent access to broadband connectivity.  
 

• Have consistent access to an appropriate digital device to interact with the course content. 
A laptop or desktop is the recommended device as the Canvas interface was optimized 
for desktop displays. Canvas performs best when using the Chrome browser. 
 
 

• Use laptops/tablets/phones for the purpose of note taking only (proof may be required). 
The use of cell phones or other audio/video equipment during class is prohibited without 
permission from the instructor.  The instructor reserves the right to mark a student absent 
if he/she is using a cell phone or a computer/tablet for anything other than indicated 
above. The instructor considers any use of electronics during a graded assessment as 
cheating and a zero will be entered for the assignment. All of the information presented in 
class, regardless of the medium used, is considered the intellectual property of the 
instructor and may not be downloaded, stored, shared, or copied in any other format. 

Learning Management System: Canvas is the Learning Management System (LMS) used in 
this course. Students are encouraged to turn on their notifications for this application and to link 
it with their digital calendar. With appropriate settings, canvas sends an email confirmation to 
your Harding University email once an assignment is graded or an announcement is posted. 
Canvas can be accessed using Harding’s Canvas Login. For additional information relating to 
Canvas, including tutorials, and supported web browsers, please visit Harding’s IST Canvas page 
or Instructure Canvas Help Center. 
 
Click here for Instructure Canvas Accessibility and Privacy Policies. 
 
Course Navigation: This instructor will use the Canvas Learning Management System (LMS) to 
communicate with students, organize and disseminate course content, grade assignments, and 
conduct assessments. When applicable, the instructor combines all sections of this course into 
one Canvas course, with the content being divided into weekly modules. Each of the modules 
has associated learning outcomes that align with the course objectives and the ASHA standards. 
To achieve maximum benefit from the course organization, students should navigate the canvas 
course using the modules tab. For this class, a week starts on Monday at 12 a.m. CST and ends at 
11:59 p.m. CST on Sunday night. 
 

Policies and Procedures 
 
University Assessment: Harding University, since its charter in 1924, has been strongly 
committed to providing the best resources and environment for the teaching-learning process. 

https://harding.instructure.com/
https://www.harding.edu/ist/elm/canvas
https://www.instructure.com/products/canvas/support-faq
https://www.instructure.com/products/canvas/accessibility
https://www.instructure.com/policies/privacy
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The board, administration, faculty, and staff are wholeheartedly committed to full compliance 
with all Criteria of Accreditation of the Higher Learning Commission as well as standards of 
many discipline-specific specialty accrediting agencies. The university values continuous, 
rigorous assessment at every level for its potential to improve student learning and achievement 
and for its centrality in fulfilling the stated mission of Harding. Thus, a comprehensive 
assessment program has been developed that includes both the academic units and the 
administrative and educational support units. Course-specific student learning outcomes 
contribute to student achievement of program-specific learning outcomes that support student 
achievement of holistic university learning outcomes. All academic units design annual 
assessment plans centered on measuring student achievement of program learning outcomes used 
to sequentially improve teaching and learning processes. Additionally, a holistic assessment of 
student achievement of university learning outcomes is coordinated by the university Director of 
Assessment and Testing used to spur continuous improvement of teaching and learning. 
 
Students with Disabilities Accommodations:  It is the policy for Harding University to 
accommodate students with disabilities, pursuant to federal and state law. Therefore, any student 
with a documented disability condition (e.g. physical, learning, or psychological) who needs to 
arrange reasonable accommodations must contact the instructor and the Office of Disability 
Services and Educational Access at the beginning of each semester. If the diagnosis of the 
disability occurs during the academic year, the student must self-identify with the Office of 
Disability Services and Educational Access as soon as possible in order to get academic 
accommodations in place for the remainder of the semester. The Office of Disability 6/21/2023 
Services and Educational Access is located in Room 239 in the Student Center, telephone, (501) 
279- 4019. 
 
Academic Integrity Policy:  Honesty and integrity are characteristics that should describe each 
one of us as servants of Jesus Christ. As your instructor, I pledge that I will strive for honesty 
and integrity in how I handle the content of this course and in how I interact with each of you. I 
ask that you join me in pledging to do the same. Academic dishonesty will result in penalties up 
to and including dismissal from the class with a failing grade and will be reported to the Director 
of Academic Affairs. All instances of dishonesty will be handled according to the procedures 
delineated in the Harding University catalog. 
 
Academic Conduct:  All acts of dishonesty in any academic work constitute academic 
misconduct. As a student of Harding University, you should avoid all cases that will be 
construed as academic misconduct. This includes, but is not necessarily limited to, the following: 
 
1. Cheating: Use or attempted use of unauthorized materials, information, or study aids in any 
academic exercise. 
2. Plagiarism: Representing the words, ideas, or data of another as your own in any academic 
exercise. 
3. Fabrication: Falsification or unauthorized invention of any information or citation in an 
academic exercise. 
4. Aiding and Abetting Academic Dishonesty: Intentionally helping or attempting to help another 
student commit an act of academic dishonesty. 
5. Conduct unbecoming a professional while participating in a practicum, internship, field 
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experience, or any similar academic experience: Conduct unbecoming a professional includes, 
but is not limited to, standards of conduct stated in any Harding University student handbooks as 
well as standards and codes of conduct associated with professional organizations related to the 
student's academic discipline. 
6. Respect: Students are expected to respect other classmates' opinions and ideas at all times.  
 
Artificial Intelligence: Unless your instructor includes instruction on the acceptable usage of 
ChatGPT or a similar A.I. product in the course, the instructor will consider the use of artificial 
intelligence for writing any part of an assignment as academic fraud, and you risk removal from 
the course. It is my sincere hope that you understand the connections between reading, writing, 
and learning. Writing about something helps build neural pathways that aid you in connecting 
your new knowledge within the context of knowledge you've already learned. Skipping this step 
and using something written by AI or by another person means you are cheating yourself out of 
learning. Please be responsible and ethical in your coursework, and please submit your own 
writing. 
 
Academic Grievance Policy:  If a student believes that he or she has reason to question the 
decision of a faculty member with regard to the final grade received in a course or the denial of 
academic progression, a procedure has been established to resolve the grievance. 
 
The student must initiate the written Academic Grievance Appeal within five business days after 
notification of the final grade in Pipeline or notification of denial of academic progression. In 
cases of both course grade and academic progression appeals, students are encouraged to first 
engage the involved faculty member in a good faith discussion (in person or via telephone or 
email) as the first step in resolving any concerns. If resolution is not achieved, a student may 
submit a written academic grievance by following the policy set forth in the Harding University 
catalog. All students should be familiar with this policy. 
 
Time Management:  For every course credit hour, the typical student should expect to spend at 
least three clock hours per week of concentrated attention on course-related work, including but 
not limited to time attending class, as well as out-of-class time spent reading, problem solving, 
reviewing, organizing notes, preparing for upcoming quizzes/exams, developing and completing 
projects, and other activities that enhance learning. Thus, for a three-hour course, a typical 
student should expect to spend at least nine hours per week dedicated to the course.  
. 
Inclement Weather:  If inclement weather prohibits your participation in any element of this 
course, please communicate with me promptly. Your personal safety is my primary concern. We 
will handle any instances that arise on a case-by-case basis. 
 
Academic Support Services:  Harding offers a wide variety of academic support services. 
While this list is not all-inclusive, the following links may be useful to students (some services 
may not be applicable for graduate or professional students): 

● Library 
● Testing 
● Tutoring 
● Writing Center 

https://www.harding.edu/assets/www/student-life/pdf/student_handbook.pdf
https://catalog.harding.edu/content.php?catoid=46&navoid=3667
https://catalog.harding.edu/content.php?catoid=46&navoid=3667
https://library.harding.edu/index
https://www.harding.edu/testing
https://www.harding.edu/academics/university-college/arc
https://www.harding.edu/academics/colleges-departments/arts-humanities/english/writing-lab
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Student Support Services:  Harding offers a wide variety of student support services. While 
this list is not all-inclusive, the following links may be useful to students (some services may not 
be applicable for graduate or professional students): 
● Advising    ● Counseling 
● Registration    ● Student Life 
● Financial Aid  
● Career Services 
 
Dress Code:  The university expects all members of the Harding community to maintain 
standards of modesty and decency in dress appropriate to the Christian lifestyle and consistent 
with professional employment expectations. For these reasons, students must adhere to a 
professional dress code for all outside activities (professional events/conferences) and the 
Harding University Speech Clinic for clinical activities and observations. During class, students 
should follow the dress code policies established within the HU student handbook. The instructor 
may ask a student to leave class or other activities (as an absence) if they are not in keeping with 
these expectations.  
 
Interprofessional Education: The CSD program is a strong advocate for interprofessional 
education. To promote learning in this area, the department offers events throughout the 
semester. The department will offer information on IPE requirements and soon.  
 
Changes to Syllabus Notice: The instructor reserves the right to modify and update any part of 
the syllabus where necessary. You can expect that these changes will be for your perceived 
benefit and the instructor will communicate these changes through Canvas. It is your 
responsibility to stay up to date with any changes communicated by the professor. 
 
Personal Mission Statement: It is my goal to inspire you with a passion for our field and the 
tools to integrate faith and learning in your daily life as a student and in the professional career 
that you have selected. It is my prayer that through class discussions and outside assignments, 
your knowledge and ability to strengthen relationships and to incorporate Christian values into 
the profession will be learned. The professions of speech-language pathology and audiology 
require a sincere interest in helping people become effective communicators. In addition to 
academic coursework and clinical experience, qualities such as unyielding personal ethics, 
sensitivity, patience, resourcefulness, tact, and perseverance are essential components of a skilled 
therapist. I hope that you will discover these qualities within yourself and that you will be able to 
improve them in each of your clients. As we journey through this semester and we encounter the 
many mysteries and the complexities of the human mind, the human body, and the human 
personality. I pray that you will join with me to “clothe yourselves with compassion, kindness, 
humility, gentleness, and patience. Bear with each other and forgive whatever grievances you 
may have against one another. Forgive as the Lord forgave you. And over all these virtues, put 
on love, which binds them all together in perfect unity. And whatever you do, whether in word 
or deed, do it all in the name of the Lord Jesus, giving thanks to God the Father through him. 
Colossians 3:12-14; 17 

https://catalog.harding.edu/index.php?catoid=46
https://www.harding.edu/student-life/counseling-center
https://www.harding.edu/registrar/registration
https://www.harding.edu/student-life
https://www.harding.edu/finaid
https://www.harding.edu/academics/university-college/career

